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4 Courses went online
September, 2013
7 Courses went online
October, 2013
80,000 students
More than twice
What College Will Be Like in 2023

2023大学会怎样
Teachers
Timetables
Learning Habit
Textbooks and teaching materials
The cost of education
...arguing that MOOCs will gradually spread in China, but that they are not a silver bullet for the country’s education problems.
WESTERN MUSIC IN THE 20TH CENTURY
TEACHING
CREATIVITY
MAKING EXPERIENCE
1/ Video Class
2/ Microspots as Default
3/ Excellence in both Pictures and text
4/ An Unified Course
5/ Interactivity Complementarity
6/ Study a step up
7/ The Economic win-win
8/ Immediate Openness
9/ Interdisciplinary
The Design of Art Courses and the Art behind Course Design
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